S&P Capital IQ Fundamentals
S&P Capital IQ enables you to make smarter decisions by providing industry leading
fundamental data that is fully transparent, standardized, and integrated into our
analytics. With over 99% of the global market capitalization covered, our database
provides comprehensive global coverage for more complete analysis.

5000+

financial & supplemental
data items

Extensive Coverage
S&P Capital IQ searches for more financial data items than any other provider. We cover more than
79,000 public companies—including over 45,000 active companies—spanning 130+ countries and
100 currencies. We also provide financial statement data for more than 700,000 private companies,
including several thousand private companies that trade public debt.

Timely, Accurate, and Transparent Data
S&P Capital IQ’s proprietary, multiphase collection process allows for rapid, intraday delivery of full
financial statements, ratios, and multiples with press releases available within hours of publication.
Our highly-trained data analysts, quality assurance team, and automated data checks provide
unparalleled data quality. Our data analysts are your fundamental analysts; they comb through entire
financial documents—tables, footnotes, MD&A, and supplemental information—and make intelligent
individual company and industry-specific adjustments.
S&P Capital IQ line-item level details are fully auditable back to the source documents with the
location of each data item bookmarked for complete transparency.
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Click-through to audit
calculations behind line items
and view source documents

Standardized footnotes
provide additional
transparency
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Daily Point-In-Time Database
S&P Capital IQ captures all instances of a company’s filings from press releases, initial filings and all
subsequent filings. Since this history is saved daily for all companies, true “as of” information can be
captured to see what numbers were available at any point-in-time for more accurate multiples and
valuation analysis. Each financial item, ratio and growth rate is offered in five period types: annual,
semi-annual, quarterly, year-to-date and last twelve months.

Deep, Differentiated Data
Leverage our seven standardized, industry-specific financial statement templates for more in-depth
and accurate company comparisons. Easily switch from industry-specific to standard to directly
analyze across industries.
∫ Industrial (Standard template)

∫ Insurance

∫ Banks

∫ Real Estate

∫ Brokerage

∫ Utilities

∫ Financial Services
We collect detailed supplemental items such as business and geographic segment-level data, debt
capital structure, options, warrants, pension information, and ratios in addition to industry-specific
items for 17 industries:
∫ Airlines
∫ Asset Management
∫ Banks
∫ Health Care
∫ Homebuilders
∫ Hotels & Gaming
∫ Insurance
∫ Internet Media

∫ Metals & Mining
∫ Oil & Gas
∫ Pharmaceuticals & Biotech
∫ REITs
∫ Restaurants
∫ Retail
∫ Semiconductors
∫ Telecommunications, Cable & Wireless

∫ Managed Care

Enhanced Analysis with Integrated Analytics and Content
All S&P Capital IQ fundamentals are seamlessly integrated throughout our platform and Excel® PlugIn, allowing you to populate your models and analyze additional data such as detailed ownership,
estimates, transaction and market data. Utilize our Screening tool to combine company fundamentals
with qualitative and event-focused criteria in a single screen to find prospective investments, create
comparables, or locate M&A targets.
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Excel Plug-In

Build your own financial models
using the Formula Builder or
utilize our vast library of prebuilt
model templates

S&P Capital IQ’s Mobile Apps
Look up company
financials from anywhere
using our mobile apps
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Upload Your Proprietary Financials
Store and manage your proprietary financials, data sets and other content securely on the
S&P Capital IQ platform using our Proprietary Data Service. Leverage our powerful Excel Plug-In,
Screening, and Charting tools to analyze, organize, and retrieve your data alongside our data. Set
permissions and grant access to specific users, teams, or your entire firm for safe and secure
sharing of uploaded data.

Data Feed Delivery
S&P Capital IQ fundamentals can also be delivered as a feed through an API or our data feed management
solution, Xpressfeed, to expedite integration with your repository and simplify maintenance.
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S&P’s opinions, analyses and rating acknowledgment decisions (described below) are not recommendations
to purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability
of any security. S&P assumes no obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or format.
The Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its
management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. S&P
does not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such. While S&P has obtained
information from sources it believes to be reliable, S&P does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due
diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.

The Americas
+1 212 438 8701
+1 888 806 5541

To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued in
another jurisdiction for certain regulatory purposes, S&P reserves the right to assign, withdraw or suspend such
acknowledgement at any time and in its sole discretion. S&P Parties disclaim any duty whatsoever arising out of
the assignment, withdrawal or suspension of an acknowledgment as well as any liability for any damage alleged to
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Asia-Pacific
+852 2533 3588
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